
AIS DevSecOps experts work with you to understand your organization’s overall security posture and a create a recommended path for 
DevSecOps adoption. In this 1-day workshop, we will help you uncover your current security risks and gaps and identify potential security 
investments and initiatives. AIS will provide guidance on establishing a Security Code culture and create a roadmap for a recommended 
path forward for DevSecOps implementation for your organization.

Our 1-day kickstarter workshop will help you understand the concepts and best practices for
DevSecOps, as well as creating a roadmap for adoption in your organization.

DevSecOps Kickstarter Workshop
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Start your journey to adopting DevSecOps capabilities

Core Concepts & Tools

We’ll cover what DevSecOps means and the
core practices and tools available. Topics 
covered include Security as Code. 
Continuous Security monitoring, integrated 
Code analysis, vulnerability assessments, 
and CI/CD application development and 
deployment processes.

Stakeholder Discussion

Working with key stakeholders responsible 
for IT Security Management, we’ll help 
uncover organizational goals for adopting 
DevSecOps practices and how to improve 
the organization’s security posture through 
implementation of tooling and processes.

Frameworks & Roadmap

AIS will review security and compliance 
controls framework (CMMC, NIST-800-171 
R2, NIST-800-53 DoD and FedRAMP) best 
practices and regulatory requirements. 
We’ll discuss the alignment of current 
security practices against key practices in 
these frameworks and recommendations 
for improvement.
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Dedicated to Delivery Excellence

What Happens After the Workshop?
Post workshop, AIS will assist you on your DevSecOps journey, developing a tailored plan that best meets your needs. Some common
engagements include the delivery of an Azure DevOps platform, team enablement through training and best practices, Authority to Operate 
(ATO) acceleration using the Power System Technical Implementation Guide (STIG) process and establishing a DISA CAP Connection. 

CONTACT AIS
sales@appliedis.com or 703-860-7800

First to establish 
cloud environments 
at Impact Level (IL) 
5 and IL6

First Authority to 
Operate (ATO) in 
IL5 and IL6

12+ Years of  Cloud 
Experience in 
Regulated Industry

Why AIS?
AIS has proven capabilities in providing DevSecOps solutions and advisory services with extensive experience in planning and 
implementing a comprehensive DevSecOps program for clients. We’ll help you accelerate cloud adoption and modernization in a secure 
and impactful way, delivering successful DevSecOps adoption and outcomes. We are leading some of the nation’s biggest agencies and 
regulated commercial organization through cloud transformation, accomplishing many firsts along the way. 
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